
Feedback from Bridge to Mastery Participants 

 

“I thought it was terrific.  I was so impressed and inspired by the high level of everyone there.  

You have really gathered an impressive group of students.  The information was clear and 

powerfully delivered.”  Conde Freeman, Acupuncturist, Mill Valley, CA 

“I truly appreciated Darren’s ability to teach energetic and 5th dimensional content in a tangible 

way that is duplicable, informative and can be used in a clinical setting.  His clear knowledge 

and experience in Quantum healing shines through in his teaching and passion for the work.”   

Roeshan Shadravan, D.O., O.M.D., Encinitas, CA 

“The level of skills and knowledge that were taught are at a Master level.  I can use these 

techniques and Dr. Starwynn’s knowledge to improve my practice.  I would encourage any 

acupuncturist, massage therapist or Shiatsu therapist to look into this man’s great knowledge 

and skills.”  Larry Fujimoto, Acup 

 “Both the Bridge to Mastery home learning program and retreat provided me with concrete 

experience of how to increase my healing abilities through a deeper understanding of the 

quantum field and what a valuable part it plays in both the abilities of the healer to facilitate a 

healing experience and the ability of the patient to receive the healing frequencies. I came away 

with a renewed sense of dedication to help others using quantum healing, multi-dimensional 

clearing, voice dialogue, trauma release techniques and a general state of confidence as I move 

into new areas of healing”   Judith Hazelett, LMT,  Payson, AZ 

"I feel less intimidated now to treat patients who have experienced traumatic events and know 

the tools I can use with these patients now.  I found the voice dialogue guidelines to be 

extremely helpful in conjunction with the light pyramid.”   Karla Miller, L.Ac.. Encinitas, CA 

“Your mastery of personal, spiritual energy truly shines through.  You are a beacon of light for all 

of us soldiers in the healing fields.  This is personal nourishment and affirmation for each of us, 

not in intellectual knowledge as much as emotional, spiritual challenge to go inside and help 

clear ourselves so our abilities are enhanced as healers, doctors and simply as humans.  Thank 

you for that.”  Joshua Piagentini, Acupuncturist, San Francisco, CA 

 “The structure, flow and balance of this retreat was extremely well done.  It was a lovely 

balance of applicable tools, practical application exercises and creativity with an infusion of fun.  

Darren holds a wonderful space for participants and soul family to process, discover, share and 

ascend!”  Shannon Morse, Owner The Green Door, San Francisco, CA 

 “I personally received such a healing during this course I am forever grateful – something I had 

been struggling with for so long has been cleared… the Quantum Field of light will be a part of 

every treatment from this day forward.”    Ahnna Goossen, L.Ac., Gilroy, CA 

"Darren and the Bridge to Mastery has taught me how to help myself and others in my spiritual, 

professional, and individual growth.  Professionally, BTM has helped me tremendously with my 

patients by treating not only their manifestation but also the root of their issues.  I have been 

able to grow my physical Acupuncture practice and also open other doors I did not know were 

available to me such as remote healing.  Self-healing is so important as a healer and this 



program emphasizes that work which I now incorporate daily into my routine. Thank you, thank 

you, thank you!"    Mylinh Tran, Acupuncturist, San Jose, CA 

 “I’m really excited about using Quantum Healing because I can access my intellect and my 

intuition and they are in a perfect marriage where I can now trust that the answers are coming 

through are correct.  Self-doubt has melted away.  That’s the mastery I have been looking for.”   

Caryn Carroll, Acupuncturist, Ventura, California 

“I also wanted to let you know that I find my training with you invaluable. Those who know 

energy watch me work and are always impressed with my knowledge and skills. I have been 

able to, and continue to, do great things during massage sessions, energy session and 

hypnosis sessions. Energy just flows. Healing happens. Remote sessions can be incredibly 

impressive, especially if I have them on the phone while I am working on them.   Diane 

Hoffman, Bodyworker, Energy Healer 

“Darren has a relaxed, committed style of presenting information.  There is serious focus without 

intensity.  It is obvious that he practices what he is teaching – that is to be present, to come from 

the zero point of consciousness in every aspect of our lives.   He is so generous and giving with 

each person in the group and the group as a whole.  Life changing!”  Carol Koogler, BSW, MA 

"The breadth, scope, depth, intensity and gifts from this workshop were an amazing learning for 

me, and way beyond my expectations.  This blew open my limitations of what is possible for me 

in being a healer.  My body, mind, spirit and soul are rejuvenated, heightened and activated.  I 

can’t wait to feel, sense and live in my new body.  This was a blessing.”  Margaret Walsh, Reiki 

Master  

“Darren’s delivery of the information is well paced, on point and timed with pauses that allow 

you to take in the concepts and think about them in the context of your own experience and 

personal growth. He gives you the opportunity to practice and experience self-healing and 

healing from a partner and/or group through break out rooms and whole group sessions. This 

helps to integrate the information learned.   I highly respect Darren as a spiritual mentor, for he 

is constantly learning himself. As he learns, he shares and passes it on to others and to those 

he mentors.”  Carol Koogler, Light Healer 

“Whether his students are beginners, or more advanced practitioners, Dr. Starwynn leads his 

seminars and retreats with passion, wisdom, compassion and humor that make it easy to 

remember the principles he teaches.  This is a wonderful course for anyone who wants to see 

beyond the mundane practice of acupuncture”   JA Hess, Acupuncturist 


